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There is little doubt that Australia faces an environmental crisis. There is also little
doubt that the consequences of failing to act in an appropriate way will be
crippling to our society and our economy.

The large cities of our country all depend upon the products of rural Australia.
They rely upon the water generated in the nation’s catchments and the eco-
services our countryside provides. The entire nation derives economic benefit
from the tourism industry that rests to a significant extent on the natural beauty
inherent in our country’s landscape.

The entire community must, therefore, act sooner rather than later to address the
environmental problems facing the nation. The Committee reached this conclusion
in its report Co-ordinating catchment management and affirms it in the present
report.

Given the nature of the environmental problems facing the nation, all landholders
will have to significantly change the way that they manage land. This process is
already under way, but much more needs to be done.

A major part of this process is that landholders are, increasingly, required to
undertake conservation works from which they can anticipate little or no
immediate benefit. Even in the medium and longer terms, they may derive only
limited benefits. The major beneficiaries will be ‘off site’ and usually will be the
general community.

Conservation activities that a landholder undertakes, either voluntarily or as a
requirement of managing land, which benefit someone other than the landholder
undertaking the activities are public good conservation activities.

This inquiry was provided with evidence that public good conservation activities
raised two major issues for landholders and ultimately for the entire community.
These issues are not trivial matters and it was clear that they must be addressed at
the highest levels of government.
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First, a large number of landholders have often been required to meet a significant
portion of the cost of public good conservation programs, even though they
derived limited or no benefit from the activities. This has led to calls for financial
assistance for landholders so that they can implement public good conservation
programs.

Second, landholders are often required by one or other level of government to
undertake public good conservation measures. The Committee was advised that
such regulations are considered by some landholders to erode what they have
been led to believe are their property rights. This has led to calls for compensation
for the putative property rights that landholders believe have been taken from
them.

The evidence the Committee received indicated that the present policy
arrangements were not addressing these concerns. As a result, less public good
conservation was occurring than was desirable given the depth of the
environmental problems facing the nation. Moreover, the landholders who made
submissions to the inquiry and who gave evidence indicated a high level of
frustration and reported anger and resentment in the rural community as a result
of what were perceived to be inappropriate policies.

The evidence suggested to the Committee that nothing short of a re-configuration
of land use practices in Australia is required. Crops and products produced at
present will need to be produced in different and more sustainable ways. New
industries will need to be developed and new markets may well be created.

The major drivers of the re-configuration of Australian land use will be
landholders.

This inquiry discovered that landholders in this country were eager to change
their land use system, because they care about their land and they care about the
future. Often, however, they do not have the resources to do so.

Evidence provided to the Committee indicated that if landholders do not possess
the financial capacity to undertake the conservation works required, then the
works are unlikely to occur and the environmental problems facing the nation will
remain and only get worse.

Moreover, the Committee considers that the problems facing land use in Australia
present opportunities to our farming community and the nation. Those
opportunities will be realised only if the transition from dangerous land
management practices to sustainable land use practices is managed sensibly and
pragmatically.

The present inquiry found that this was not occurring to the extent required.
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The Committee saw clearly that the challenge for governments is to ensure that
the requirements on landholders and community are fair and equitable and that
landholders have access to the necessary information and financial resources to
make the transition. Furthermore, governments also have to ensure that their
policies are practicable.

The recommendations in this report aim to attain these outcomes. For this reason,
the present report is a companion report to the Committee’s earlier report, Co-
ordinating catchment management. In that report, the administrative structure
required was set out and recommendations made. Moreover, the Committee
recommended that the government examine the feasibility of using a national
environmental levy to provide the public component of the financial resources
that addressing environmental degradation required. The Committee affirms
those recommendations.

In this report, further policy initiatives are recommended. The Committee believes
the recommendations contained in the two reports provide a comprehensive
system that will not merely halt and reverse environmental degradation, but
revitalise rural Australia and provide employment opportunities to rural and
urban Australians. Just as importantly, the recommendations in the two reports
provide what Australians want and have come to consider theirs: a sustainable
and environmentally responsible lifestyle unequalled anywhere in the world.

The Hon Ian Causley MP
Chair
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The House of Representatives Standing Committee on Environment and Heritage
will enquire into and report on:

� the impact on landholders and farmers in Australia of public-good conservation
measures imposed by either State or Commonwealth Governments;

� policy measures adopted internationally to ensure the cost of public good
conservation measures are ameliorated for private landholders;

� appropriate mechanisms to establish private and public-good components of
Government environment conservation measures; and

� recommendations, including potential legislative and constitutional means to
ensure that costs associated with public-good conservation measures are shared
equitably by all members of the community.
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CSIRO Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation
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� the Commonwealth seek agreement with the states and territories for a
commonly accepted definition in principle of a landholder’s duty of care;
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land in their charge in a way that is ecologically sustainable, given the
particular geographical location, and based upon latest scientific
information;

� all legislation in all jurisdictions be amended to incorporate this duty of
care, as a minimum standard of land management; and

� all Commonwealth funding for public good conservation activities and
ecologically sustainable use of Australia’s resources be dependent upon
the recipient accepting this duty of care
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